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the nx 7 5 motion simulation release allows nc programmers to define and interact
with the most realistic 3d motion simulation in the industry. the simulation tool is used
to generate optimized toolpaths with the most realistic and accurate motion. the nx 7
5 motion simulation tool allows you to run actual manufacturing toolpaths and see the
results, right inside your virtual nc controller environment. the toolpaths are imported
as a series of solids that can be edited and manipulated to optimize the toolpath. each
of the solids can be labeled to identify a single or multiple axes. solids can also be
rotated and scaled to allow the user to focus on specific areas of the path. siemens
sinumerik controllers offer a wide range of motion simulation solutions that help to
increase the efficiency of your production processes. the motion simulation feature of
the nc controllers allows the operator to model and simulate a toolpath before the
actual machine path is created. the motion simulation tool enables users to place and
position a tool during the simulation process, while the nc controller will simulate the
rotation of the tool during its path. the nc controller simulates the actual machine tool
motion, with all of the speed, acceleration and changes in direction, to ensure that the
toolpath is correct. in order to model a toolpath, the motion simulation tool first
requires a toolpath definition. this definition includes the target, tool size, radial path,
orbital path, changeover point and feed rates. to define the toolpath, the user uses an
in-built graphical interface. a simulation operator can then place a tool to see the path
produced by the nc controller.
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the nx platform is designed to be a general purpose simulation tool, kurciski noted,
and can be used to simulate and optimize any process, from milling to printing to

assembly to material removal, even to fabricating components. much like the
traditional cam system, designers can create simulation files from a 3d model, and

then use nx to simulate the machining process or parts. they can then use the
simulation to optimize the machining sequence and reduce the number of operations

to achieve a desired result. kurciski noted that he thinks the nx platform will be a
popular simulation application for the machine tool industry. the entire nx platform is

available for both personal and commercial use and can be used for research and
education purposes. it is available in both 32-bit and 64-bit versions. the free version is

licensed for non-commercial use, and the nx 7 platform is available for a one-time
licensing fee. siemens says the nx 7 platform offers a new level of accuracy in machine
simulation, enabling designers to visualize their work and eliminate obstacles to higher
efficiency, while developing safer and more efficient processes. the nx 7 platform is a
freeware simulation system for machine tool users and can be downloaded at the cost
of owning a cnc machine is a significant portion of a machine company or business. by
providing better visibility and control of machine data, the ability to better understand

what the machine is doing, and the ability to modify machine operation, simulation
software with mastercam software improves machine efficiency and reduces

downtime. simulation also helps to reduce machine setup time. for all these reasons,
its an essential tool for manufacturing. 5ec8ef588b
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